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FIRST LEAGUE’ OF WOMEN VOTERS
IN FLORIDA: ITS TROUBLED HISTORY
by JOAN S. CARVER

Florida League of Women Voters cites 1939 as the year of
THE
its establishment. In fact, this date marks the founding of the

second league of women voters in the state. An earlier organization, the Florida State League of Women Voters (FSLWV) which
receives no mention in current league publications, was organized
in 1921 and was disaffiliated by the national organization in 1937.
The stormy history of the first league illustrates the difficulties
women’s organizations in the South experienced in carving out
an appropriate role in the political arena in the years following
the adoption of the suffrage amendment. It also reveals a side of
the league seldom discussed— the tensions between the national
organization and the weaker of the state affiliates in the 1930s. The
history of the first league of women voters in Florida is one of
struggle and of unfulfilled expectations. Financial, organizational,
and political difficulties plagued the leadership of the league
throughout its brief life.1
The Florida State League of Women Voters, which had its
roots in a local group organized in 1920 by three prominent Palm
Beach women— Mrs. Nellie Healy O’Hara, Mrs. W. A. Dutch, and
Mrs. O. P. Council— was established on March 31, 1921, at a con-

Joan S. Carver is dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Jacksonville
University.

1. Material for this study came from the Florida file, Series II, of the

National League of Women Voters papers, Manuscript Division, Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C. (hereinafter referred to as the NLWV
papers. The Florida Voter, the league newsletter which was published
sporadically between 1924 and 1936, and materials and letters for the
years after 1939 are in the Florida League of Women Voters papers,
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville. The May Mann Jennings papers are also in the P. K. Yonge Library. The Florida Club Woman and the Southern Club Woman are in
the Haydon Burns Public Library, Jacksonville. The legal name of the
first league was the Florida State League of Women Voters. Its successor
organization was initially named the Florida Non-Partisan League of
Women Voters and subsequently, the Florida League of Women Voters.
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ference in Jacksonville.2 At that time it became an affiliate of the
National League of Women Voters (NLWV) which had been
created in 1920. Unlike the national organization, which grew
out of the National American Women Suffrage Association and
most of the other state affiliates which had also evolved out of
pre-existing suffrage organizations, the Florida league had no
direct connections to earlier suffrage groups although the initial
organizers and many of the early members had been active in the
suffrage movement.3
At the 1921 conference the league’s basic purposes were determined and its organizational structure established. The purposes, as set forward in the by-laws, were “to further the education of all white women in citizenship and to support needed
legislation.“4 The by-laws prescribed that the organization should
be non-partisan. This directive was emphasized by the national
secretary, who stressed the non-partisan nature of the league and
in her speech to the organizational conference, explained that it
was in no sense a woman’s party.5 At the 1922 convention this
theme was reiterated by the state president who exhorted the
delegates, “to so conduct the local league as to prove by action
that the League is not a woman’s party; that it is absolutely nonpartisan as to candidates and parties.“6
The statewide organizational structure was comprised of four
elected officers, a director from each of the four congressional
districts, and committees organized by subject or function. The
committees which included women in industry, education, living
costs, legislation and law enforcement, child welfare, legal standing of women, finance, and The Florida Voter fluctuated in
number over the years from a high of fifteen in the 1920s to six
in the 1930s. Reports at the annual conventions indicate that
2. Brief histories of the Florida State League of Women Voters are given
in Florida State League of Women Voters (hereinafter referred to as
FSLWV), Official Year Book for 1932-1933 (West Palm Beach, 1932),
n.p., Florida League of Women Voters papers, P. K. Yonge Library (hereinafter referred to as FLWV papers), and in Lucy Worthington Blackman, The Women of Florida, 2 vols. (Jacksonville, 1940), I,
151-53. The events of the organizational meeting of the league are described in the Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 1, 2, and 4, 1921.
3. J. Stanley Lemons, The Woman Citizen: Social Feminism in the 1920s
(Urbana, 1973), 49-51. See also “Sixty Years of a Great Idea,” NLWV
pamphlet (Washington, D.C., 1980).
4. “By-Laws,” Florida Voter (April 25, 1925), 12.
5. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 1, 1921.
6. Ibid., January 28, 1922.
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many of these committees engaged in only limited activities even
in the league’s early years. Below the state level were the county
and the city leagues.
Those who organized the FSLWV had a vision of extensive
organization and political power that never came to full fruition.
The initial plans included three major elements, First, the intent
was to select the strongest and most influential women in the
state as elected officers and chairmen.7 And in the earliest years of
the league some of Florida’s most prominent women did serve.
For example, Nellie Healy O’Hara of Lake Worth, the first
president, had held the presidency of the Palm Beach Woman’s
Club and several appointive county posts. May Mann Jennings,
the chairwoman of legislation from 1921-1926, was the state’s
leading woman political activist and served in many capacities
including state president of the Florida Federation of Women’s
Clubs (FFWC) and associate chair of the National Democratic
Party Committee of Florida. Lucy Worthington Blackman, the
first director for congressional district four, served as the state
president of both the FFWC and the Audubon Society.8 However,
the league was unable to extend or even maintain the initial
quality of participation over time, and by the early 1930s many
of the leading women in the state were no longer active in the
league.
A second goal was the full organization of the league within
the state, from precinct to congressional district. According to
May Mann Jennings, the league was “to have units in every
precinct in the state, and these in turn will belong to the county
and in turn to the State League. In cities a ward and block system
will be maintained.“9 A step in this direction was taken at the
first conference with the selection of directors for each of the four
congressional districts, but the extensive organization that was
visualized never materialized.
Finally, the league was to work for the passage of legislation
important to women. In pursuance of this end at its first confer7. Ibid., April 4, 193.
8. For Nellie O’Hara’s background see Florida Voter (January 1929), 3;
for May Mann Jennings see Linda D. M. Vance, “May Mann Jennings:
Florida’s Genteel Activist” (Ph.D. diss., University of Florida, 1980); for
Lucy Blackman see Blackman, Women of Florida, II, 88.
9. May Mann Jennings, “Women of Florida,” (unpublished paper), box 17.
May Mann Jennings papers.
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ence the league established a legislative council of women’s
organizations for the purpose of concentrating and coordinating
their legislative actions. The council, modeled on both the
Women’s Joint Congressional Committee, headed by the president of the NLWV, and on similar councils in a number of
states, was to concentrate the power of the women of the state
upon a selected, agreed upon measure and so, according to its
10
founders, “practically ensure its enactment as a law.“ Mrs.
Jennings served as the first and only head of the council. While
the league maintained membership in the council for over a
decade, it also lobbied independently for its legislative goals.
The size and level of activity of the league fluctuated sharply
in the years between 1921 and 1937. Membership dropped after
the early years, a decline attributed in part to the failure to
maintain programs of activity for the local leagues.11 The number of organized city and county units ranged from eight county
and seventeen city leagues in the mid-1920s to a total of only four
leagues in 1937. A unit might be organized one year, meet for a
year or two, and then vanish, perhaps to be reorganized a few
years later. For example, Jacksonville had a unit in the early
1920s and again very briefly in the early 1930s. The vitality of a
particular league was frequently dependent upon a few persons.
The initial organization of Volusia County was credited to the
work of Katherine Boyles, a long-time state superintendent of
franchise for the Women’s Christian Temperance Union. Boyles
sent out fifty-seven letters, eighteen postcards, and 1,500 pages
of league literature in order to organize a local unit with ten
members and a county league of some 100 persons.12 The transience of league membership is reflected in the comment, “when
Sarasota county was first organized it had a number of local units
with several hundred members altogether but their organization
lapsed while their county president was away on a trip around
the world.“13
The strength of the league was centered in central and south
10. Ibid. See Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 1, 1921; Southern
Club Woman, I (Jacksonville, November 15, 1921), 9; Lemons, The
Woman Citizen, 55-58.
11. Report from Nellie O’Hara to NLWV office, June 1, 1925, II, box 21,
NLWV papers.
12. Florida Voter (January 1935), 2.
13. Ibid., (March-April 1930), 9.
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Florida. The counties which consistently had the highest proportion of state officers and the most local activity were Palm
Beach, Dade, Hillsborough, and Volusia. While north Florida
was well represented at the first convention in Jacksonville, and
the first set of officers and congressional directors included women
from all parts of the state, after 1926 no persons from the area
north of Volusia County held state-elected office and little league
activity was recorded in the northern part of the state.14
The local leagues also varied in level of activity. In 1931, for
example, the Miami league yearbook reported an active program including a “get-out the vote” campaign, a non-partisan
candidates’ meeting, and a number of speakers. In contrast, the
Boca Raton secretary summarized the year saying, “There is so
little to tell, We paid our quota of $25. Had two luncheons and
two called meetings during the year is about all I know.“15
Several factors help to explain the difficulty the Florida league
had in meeting its initial organizational goals. Conditions within
Florida made it a difficult state to organize. As the first president
Nellie O’Hara pointed out, Florida was “a pioneer state where
the distances from place to place are so immense and where it
takes a long time to travel from place to place.“16 In the late
1920s and the 1930s these difficulties were compounded by natural
and financial disasters. Major hurricanes struck the state in 1926
and 1928, the speculative land boom failed in 1926, preceding the
Great Depression, and throughout these years Florida agriculture
was damaged by the Texas fever tick and the fruit fly. These
circumstances help explain the league’s continuing financial problems after the mid-1920s.17
The growth and stability of the league was limited as well by
its failure to attract many of the most prominent women in a
particular community, the women who could provide a network
of contacts through their influence. The league’s limited appeal
may have been due, in part at least, to the dominance of the far
14.

Representation at the first convention included women from Appalachicola, Monticello, Gainesville, Dunedin, St. Petersburg, Tampa, Live Oak,
St. Cloud, Lake Worth, West Palm Beach, Fort Pierce, St. Augustine,
and Jacksonville, Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 2, 1921.
15. FSLWV, Official Year Book for 1930-31, 8. See “Report of Organization
and Finances,” II, box 318, NLWV papers.
16. Nellie O’Hara to Hazel Hart, May 26, 1925, II, box 21, NLWV papers.
17. For a brief history of Florida during this time, see Charlton W. Tebeau,
A History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 377-411.
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larger, better-established Florida Federation of Women’s Clubs
and the feeling by some women that this club adequately fulfilled
their civic, community, and social needs. Thus, one league president complained that the woman’s club members would benefit
from league knowledge and then ignore the league.18 It is revealing of the dominant position of the woman’s club that of the
fifty-eight women (mainly postmistresses) identified as leading
Democrats in William Cash’s 1936 study of the Democratic party,
thirty-three listed membership in the FFWC and one in the
FSLWV.19
The league’s difficulty in reaching into the northern, more
conservative sections of the state may have been related to the
fact that its members were not characteristic of the traditional
perception of the southern lady, whose place was both in the
home and on an imaginary pedestal high above politics. The
league leadership, for example, included a number of women
with business and professional careers who had moved to Florida
from northern states, and who were more interested in politics
than most women. The league presidents illustrate these characteristics well. Between 1921 and 1937, seven women served as
president of the FSLWV: 1921-1926, Nellie Healy O’Hara of
Lake Worth, a native of New York, a teacher in Ohio until 1912,
a newspaperwoman and realtor in Florida: 1926-1928, Lelia
Russell, an attorney in Miami; 1928-1930, Mrs. Herberta Leonardy of Sanford, an attorney and director of state adult educational work for the W.P.A. in the 1930s; 1930-1932, Mrs. Wilhurst
Chandler of West Palm Beach; 1932-1933, Mrs. Mildred King
Wentworth of West Palm Beach, born and educated in Massachusetts, writer, editor, and publisher; 1933-1936, Mrs. Minnie
Barbe, a native of Kansas, a businesswoman and hotel proprietor
in Daytona Beach; and 1936-1938, Mrs. Marion G. Dickson of
Tampa, president of the Old People’s Home for eleven years,
member of the Tampa Hospital Board, and state president of the
Florida War Mothers and the United Daughters of the Confederacy.20
18. O’Hara to Gladys Harrison, NLWV, February 2, 1926, IX, box 21,
NLWV papers.
19. W. T. Cash, History of the Democratic Party in Florida (Live Oak,
1936), 183-251.
20. For biographical information on the league presidents see FSLWV,
Official Year Book for 1932-33, n.p., and Florida Voter (January
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The presence of controversial political issues on the league
agenda may have also been a factor in narrowing the league’s
appeal. Thus, the women in Pensacola said they would be afraid
to establish a league because it might endorse things with which
they were not in harmony.21
The various league presidents from Nellie O’Hara forward
repeatedly wrote the national headquarters requesting help in
organizing local leagues and decrying the burden of establishing
new leagues and maintaining old ones without assistance. While
there were a few visits to Florida by the regional director and by
various national officers, the secretary of the national league suggested as early as 1925 that the Florida league needed greater
strength to warrant help from the national office, pointing out
that there had to be enough of an organization to sustain interest.22 In 1928 the regional secretary summarized the problems of
the Florida league: “Lack of understanding of League program,
insufficient funds to carry on organization work, participation in
political activity by League leaders, hostility of other organizations for women.“23 By the 1930s the financial constraints on the
national league, coupled with the weakness of the Florida league,
caused the state pleas for organizational assistance to go unheeded.
The Florida league’s highest level of activity came in its
earliest years. Pursuant to its purpose of promoting good citizenship, a drive was held to encourage voting turnout in the 1924
election and the league took partial credit for a 65.9 per cent increase in primary turnout between 1920 and 1924.24 Citizenship
schools and open forums were sponsored by the state and local
leagues for their members throughout the 1920s. The Florida
Voter, published by the league sporadically between 1924 and
1936, provided a means of education on issues as well as of in-

21.
22.
23.
24,

1929), 3 [Nellie O’Hara]; Blackman, Women of Florida, II. 173 [Herberta
Hancock Leonardy]; Cash, History of the Democratic Party, 218-19
[Mildred King Wentworth]; Harry Gardner Cutler, History of Florida,
Past and Present, 3 vols. (Chicago, 1923), III, 372 [Minnie Barbe]; Tampa
Morning Tribune, March 4, 1939 [Marion Dickson]. See also Tampa
Morning Tribune, June 16, 1951 [Valisha Short].
FSLWV, “Report of the Vice President,” Official Year Book for 1932-33,
unpaginated.
Hart to Mrs. J. E. Rawlings, January 3, 1925, II; box 21, NLWV papers.
Report on the 1928 Florida convention by Huldah Moorhead, regional
secretary, third region, II, box 318, ibid.
O’Hara to Ann Webster, September 2, 1924, II, box 21, ibid.
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ternal communication and news. Items supported by the league,
such as jury duty and better working conditions for women, were
examined in the pages of The Florida Voter. Finally and perhaps
most important the league worked for passage of legislation, concentrating on the state level.
The league’s early legislative program was its most ambitious,
both in the length of the agenda and in the efforts devoted to
achieving the adoption of the proposed measures. Through the
1920s the league’s leaders worked closely with the legislative
council, the mechanism formed in 1921 at the league’s initiative
to coordinate the lobbying activities of women’s groups.
The council began with the participation of seven groups—
the Florida State League of Women Voters, the Florida Federation of Women’s Clubs, Business and Professional Women, Congress of Mothers and Parent Teacher Association, Women’s
Christian Temperance Union, Daughters of the American Revolution, and Jewish Women’s Organization. During the 1920s
and early 1930s the character of the council changed as all of the
women’s organizations except the league withdrew and conservation and education groups joined. The Jewish Women’s Organization belonged only briefly; the D.A.R. withdrew in 1923 due to
a ruling by the national organization that it could not affiliate
with other organizations; and by 1928 only the FFWC and the
FSLWV remained of the original members.25 In 1931 the FFWC,
the largest and most prestigious member of the council, withdrew
affiliation despite the objections of Jennings, president of the
council and active woman’s club member. The break was caused
by a desire to have complete control over legislative priorities
and doubt over the council’s effectiveness.26 The league also considered withdrawing. At the league’s 1930 conference a motion to
withdraw due to dissatisfaction over the council’s failure in
achieving league legislative goals was defeated, but only after
vigorous debate. 25 In the meantime, the Florida Education Association, Izaac Walton League, Florida Forestry Association, and
Audubon Society had affiliated with the council at the invitation
25. The Southern Club Woman, LI (Jacksonville, February 1923), 8.
26. The Florida Clubwoman, X (Tampa, April 1931), 7; Pensacola Journal,
March 13, 1931.
27. Maud Turman, “Report on the 1930 state convention of the Florida
State League of Women Voters,” May 7 and 8, 1930, II, box 318, NLWV
papers. See also Miami Herald, May 9, 1930.
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of Jennings, the first and only council president and a board
member of two of these organizations. Jennings, long active in
conservation causes, clearly shaped the legislative council’s membership, goals, and priorities. Conservation issues took precedence
over women’s issues, for example. Although Jennings served as
the chairwoman of legislation for the league from 1921 to 1926,
she subsequently took no active role. Nonetheless, as head of the
council, she continued to lobby for those bills proposed by the
league which were endorsed by a majority of the council.
The state league’s initial legislative agenda was its most
ambitious, with ten pieces of legislation proposed in 1921. Six of
the bills related directly to the interests of women: allowing
women to vote in the primary election by deletion of the word
“male” from the suffrage qualifications, placing women in the
same class as professional men with respect to jury duty, amending all city charters and laws so women could qualify for office,
fixing the age of consent at eighteen, increasing the millage for
mothers’ pensions, and providing mothers with equal guardianship rights of children. The other four bills were more general
proposals: statewide compulsory cattle dipping for tick eradication, creation of a state board of forestry, extension of the federal government’s forest reserves in Florida, and establishment
of educational qualifications for superintendents of school.28
Jennings, long a legislative advocate with many state contacts,
undertook her lobbying task with vigor. As legislative chairman
of the league she wrote all members of the Florida legislature,
172 chapters of FFWC, ,120 chapters of WCTU, and 108 Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade. She listed the league’s
program and asked for support, but not all proposals received
equal attention.29 In her plea the Wells livestock sanitary bill,
providing for cattle dipping for tick eradication, was singled out
for particular emphasis, with most of the letter devoted to it. The
wide infestation of Florida by the Texas cattle fever tick was
severely damaging Florida agriculture, affecting the quality of
beef and the amount and quality of milk produced by the dairy
herds. Jennings and the Federation of Women’s Clubs had
worked for a compulsory cattle dipping bill since 1916, when the
28.
29.

Jennings to members of the Florida legislature, April 27, 1921, box 17,
May Mann Jennings papers.
Jennings to A. A. Coult, April 29, 1921, ibid.
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slogan used was “Protect our babies’ milk.” In 1921 Jennings
considered this the most important bill before the legislature and
worked for its adoption not only through the league and the legislative council but also several other organizations to which she
belonged. 30
The league was moderately successful in its early efforts. Of ten
proposals initially put forward, four became law in 1921 and one
in 1923. The word “male” was stricken from the qualifications
of Florida electors (a change which had no substantive effect
since women were already guaranteed the right to vote under the
nineteenth amendment), the state empowered the United States
to acquire land for national forests, and equal guardianship for
children by both parents was established. It is not clear why the
proposal to raise the age of consent to eighteen was listed as
either a goal or an accomplishment. This provision was, in fact,
already law and had been since 1901. A 1921 amendment did replace the word “female” with “person”, however, making the law
sex neutral.31 In 1923 after frantic lobbying by many groups, the
long-sought compulsory statewide cattle dipping law was enacted.
After the mid-1920s the league reduced the number of bills on
its legislative agenda. In 1925 four bills were supported: forestry
protection, determination by local vote of whether livestock
should be fenced, millage for mothers’pensions, and repression
of prostitution.32 (The forestry and fence proposals reflected
long-standing concerns of women’s groups to protect the forests
from the widespread practice of burning the woods to clear the
land, and to reduce the accident toll caused by cattle roaming on
the highways.) Two of these received favorable attention from
the 1927 legislature: the permissible county millage for mothers’
pensions was increased from one-half to one mill, and a board of
forestry was established with the mandate to preserve the forests.
In 1929 three bills were put forward: mandatory jury duty
for women; payment of wages to prisoners sentenced to hard
labor so as to benefit their dependents; and limitation of the
working hours of women in industries to not over fifty-four hours
a week and the provision of suitable restroom and sanitary facil-

30. Vance, “May Mann Jennings,” 286-92.
31. Reports from State Leagues, 1924-25,” II, box 54, NLWV papers.
32. Florida Voter (April 1925), 11.
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ities.33 The latter bill grew out of a survey of working conditions
in Florida which the Women’s Bureau of the United States Department of Labor had undertaken in 1928 at the request of the
governor and as a result of the urging of the league.34 The survey
found that Florida, one of only five states with no restrictions on
the hours a woman could work, had the longest working hours
for women of any of the eighteen states surveyed. While seventeen
per cent of the women in the other states worked over fifty-four
hours a week, 43.2 per cent of Florida working women exceeded
fifty-four hours. Sanitary conditions and the overall wage scale
were also below standard.35
Both the state league president, Herberta Leonardy, a lawyer,
and Jennings lobbied on behalf of the league program in 1929.
Mrs. Leonardy traveled to Tallahassee to work for the measures,
explaining that she preferred to canvass legislators directly about
the bills rather than through other leagues or organizations. One
obstacle preventing the achievement of these legislative goals
was the opposition of other women’s organizations. Thus, according to the president of the Florida senate, a number of
women opposed mandatory jury duty, as did some of the league’s
own members.36 As a consequence, this proposal was laid aside
in 1930 until a consensus could be reached. (It was not until
1947 that jury duty became permissible for women in Florida.)
While the league and the FFWC supported the hours and sanitation bill, the Business and Professional Women opposed it,
and the bill died on the house calendar after senate passage. (The
BPW considered that the bill could undermine equality of opportunity for women.) The prisoners bill was put aside as too
expensive for the state to fund in the depths of the Depression.37
Having failed to achieve any of its 1929 goals, the league concentrated on only one bill in 1931, a forty-eight hour week law
for women. This measure received the endorsement of the legisla33. Tampa Daily Times, March 21, 1929, and Florida Club Woman, VX
(Jacksonville, March 1929), 6.
34. Florida Voter (November 1929), 32. See also Tampa Daily Times, March
21, 1929.
35. Ethel Best and Mary Elizabeth Pigeon, Women in Florida Industries
(Washington, D.C., U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin of the Women’s
Bureau, No. 80, 1930), 23-32.
36. Florida Voter (November 1929), 12.
37. FSLWV, “President’s Annual Report 1929-30,” Official Year Book for
1930-31, 3.
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tive council, and Jennings joined the league president, Mrs.
Wilhurst Chandler, and Leonardy, in lobbying on its behalf.
Unfortunately, a campaign which included telegrams, letters,
and distribution of some 1,500 copies of the bill was to no avail.38
The proposal did not even get on the calendar in 1931. In fact,
minimum hours legislation for women was never passed in Florida.
Throughout these years the Florida league concentrated its
lobbying efforts at the state level. While there was endorsement
in the 1920s for such national items as the Sheppard-Towner
Maternity and Infancy Protection Act— a landmark piece of legislation which provided matching federal funds to set up maternity
and pediatric clinics for instruction in the health care of mothers
and babies— and the child labor amendment, and in the 1930s for
the “lame duck” amendment which would shorten the time between the election and inauguration of the president and congress, and for federal suffrage for residents of the District of
Columbia, support was limited primarily to passage of a resolution or letter writing by individuals. While the Florida league
endorsed a variety of social and governmental reforms, it did not
support the proposal for an equal rights amendment, joining the
majority of women’s groups in opposition to the feminists’ demand for the amendment. The amendment was considered a
threat to protective state legislation that might be passed to
address the problems of the women of Florida.39
The Depression, and financial and internal problems of the
league restricted legislative action at the state level. By 1935 the
national league listed the Florida league, along with leagues in
five other states, as doing little or no legislative work. While
many of the northern and midwestern state leagues had ambitious programs, endorsing such measures as unemployment
insurance, the child labor amendment, minimum wages and
maximum hours for women, and public employment service, the
Florida league reported support for only one measure, a bill to
abolish the poll tax, at the 1935 legislative session.40
In 1936 the league state convention endorsed two bills: one
38. Ibid., 3. See also Lemons, The Woman Citizen, 194-204.
39. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, January 28, 1922 and Florida Voter
(March 1929), 7. See also Lemons, The Woman Citizen, 190-91.
40. “Summary analysis of state legislative work,” April 30, 1935, II, box 378,
NLWV papers.
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Florida Voter, November 1929 (Tampa).

Marion Sinclair Dickson, from The
Florida Voter, May 1936 (Daytona
Beach).
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Group picture, Board Members of the League of Women Voters
The Miami Herald, May 7, 1930
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to eliminate the poll tax as a requirement for voting; the other,
a statewide livestock law to fence the roaming cattle that had
long worried Florida women. Minnie Barbe of Daytona Beach,
league president, argued for the elimination of the poll tax to
make politics cleaner and for the fence law to make life safer,
pointing out that many lives had been lost on the highway due to
the absence of a fence law and that it “was up to the women to
see this thing is done, as men have sat around too long wondering if it is practical.“41 The selection of just two items was justified by the legislative chairman, who said, “In doing legislative
work intelligently any organization must limit itself to one or
not over two bills so intensive thought and pressure may be given
to those two bills.“42
The league’s modest legislative agenda in the 1930s was a
reflection of the serious difficulties the organization faced in
those years.43 While weaknesses had existed in the 1920s, these
were compounded under the pressure of the Depression. The
Florida league, like many other leagues during those years, had
difficulty maintaining a viable program, increasing or even
stabilizing its size, developing a sound financial base, and meeting
the responsibilities and financial obligations set by the NLWV.
The number of local leagues in Florida decreased in the 1930s,
and league officers could do little to counter the trend since, as the
state vice president Harriet Works of Miami explained in 1932,
“no organization work was done because there was no money to
do it.“44
Meeting the financial obligations to the NLWV was a continuing problem. In December 1930 President Chandler wrote
that Florida could not pay the annual dues to national since only
twelve dollars was left in the treasury.45 Little had changed two
41. Florida Voter (May 1936), 2.
42. Ibid., 17. See also Daytona Beach News, April 1, 1936.
43. Although the program of work adopted at the convention contained
only one item. the FSLWV executive board had adopted in December a
six-point program drawn up by Marion Dickson and Constance Roach.
It included abolition of the poll tax, a statewide stock law, a plan to
improve the state educational-system, the social security program, and a
commission to study the tax situation and jury service for women. Executive board meeting, December 11, 1936, II, box 349, NLWV papers.
See also Marion Dickson to Marguerite Wells, December 1, 1936, ibid.
44. FSLWV, Official Year Book 1932-33, n.p.
45. Mrs. Wilhurst Chandler to Mrs. Henry Gratton Doyle, December 1, 1930,
II, box 318, NLWV papers.
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years later when the succeeding president, Mildred King Wentworth, explained, “we are trying to raise money to send our quota
to National and hope to be able to send some before long. We
have had a great deal hold us back— the worst of all being a
treasurer who took office. . . and will not turn over the money in
her possession.“46 In 1933 Wentworth wrote the national president, Belle Sherwin, asking if Florida could pledge $50.00 to
maintain its affiliation instead of $100.47 Sherwin responded that
in fairness to other leagues, Florida’s affiliation dues could not be
reduced but it could pay in installments, $50.00 now and $50.00
later. 48
The Florida league was also plagued by policy and personality
conflicts among its members. Letters to the national office refer
to the difficult personalities of various leaders with the suggestion
that this was one cause of membership problems. Florida league
presidents complained frequently about the lack of cooperation
of various persons and about internal dissension. The Tampa
league, for example, was deeply divided over the 1929 election of
officers and a ruling by the chair that had prevented eighteen
members from voting, thereby changing the outcome.49 Tensions
developed between the national office and Florida league officers
over a variety of issues. In one instance Mildred King Wentworth
began publication of her magazine, The National Voter, while
she was state president. The national office, fearing that the
periodical would be identified with the league, tried unsuccessfully to persuade her to change its name. She only agreed to refrain from distributing it in Florida.50
A more serious source of friction between the national organization and the Florida league was the requirement of nonpartisanship. While this had been a league standard from the
beginning, during the 1930s the NLWV reaffirmed the standard
and attempted to ensure that it was being met by state affiliates.51
46. Mildred King Wentworth to Doyle, December 20, 1932, II, box 262,. ibid.
47. Wentworth to Belle Sherwin, April 11, 1933, ibid.
48. Sherwin to Wentworth, April 14, 1933, ibid.
49. Tampa Daily News, March 20, 1929.
50. Sherwin to Wentworth, August 30, 1932, and Wentworth to Sherwin,
September 12, 1932, II, box 262, NLWV papers.
51. For a brief discussion of the problems of non-partisanship in the League,
see Susan D. Becker, The Origins of the Equal Rights Amendment
(Westport, 1981), 203-06. See also correspondence between Mrs. Augustus
Roan and the president of the NLWV on whether the league should do
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(The standard was apparently less vigorously enforced in the
early 1920s for there is little evidence of concern over the potential for conflict in the duality of roles held by May Mann
Jennings, chairman of legislation for the Florida league and
state Democratic party leader.) Members of the league, who by
the very fact of their membership were likely to be concerned
with politics and policies, found the rule calling for neutrality
with respect to candidates and parties difficult to follow. The
difficulty was increased in Florida in the 1930s by volatile and
fragmented one-party politics. The political turmoil in the
state was described by league president Marion Dickson in 1936:
“Florida has experienced political chaos during the past six
months that we hope will never occur again. The Republican
party fighting for recognition, Jeffersonian Democrats (so called)
but only an auxiliary to the Republican Party, Liberty League,
Townsendites and many ‘isms’wrestling to elect a governor from
fifteen candidates for the office. Florida having lost by death both
senators (National) meant added confusion and an extra primary
to select a nominee from a large number offering for that
office.“52
The partisan problems the Florida league posed for the
national office were reflected in the letters and statements that
came from both the critics and the leaders of the Florida league.
Reports from northern visitors informed the national headquarters of the partisanship of members of the Florida league,
sometimes accompanying the communications with newspaper
clippings. One press account of a Miami meeting featuring a
strong pro-Roosevelt speech caused the secretary of the NLWV
to observe that the clipping made the meeting “sound like a
‘Roosevelt for President’ meeting” and to query whether “this
was the same league that was so partisan last year.“53 Another
observer wrote to the national headquarters, “I have no idea
what state of unfortunate activity the Florida League is in though
I did see in the Miami paper last fall that one of the more obaway with any active participation in governmental affairs and become
purely educational, Roan to Wells, April 1, 1937, and Wells to Roan,
April 9, 1937, II, box 320, NLWV papers.
52. Dickson to Constance Roach, November 7, 1936, II, box 349, ibid. For a
general description of the Florida political situation, see V. O. Key,
Southern Politics in State and Nation (New York, 1949), 82-105.
53. Roach to Roan, March 26, 1939, II, box 320, NLWV papers.
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noxious league officers . . . was campaigning against the Homestead Amendment. I do know that the following people would
never touch a League unless it were possible to dispose of the old
group. “54 As late as 1940 the league in Hillsborough County was
described as “connoting politics in its worst sense” with the
stigma attributed to remnants of the earlier organization.55
Correspondence from the Florida league revealed the difficulties of meeting the non-partisan standard. In 1930 President
Chandler wrote Mrs. Roscoe Anderson, the acting president of
the NLWV, saying, “there are a few Republican women in our
state who want to run the League for political purposes, and
because they did not get to carry out their intention at the convention in putting their candidates in office, they have made it
rather unpleasant for some of us.“56 The succeeding Florida
president, Mildred King Wentworth, wrote in 1932 to Mrs.
Henry Doyle, executive secretary of the league, “I shall be very
glad when this election is over because it has been difficult keeping certain officials of the League from playing their positions in
the Leagues for political influence.“57 In December 1932, Wentworth informed Doyle that the state treasurer had been appointed national committeewoman for the Democratic party.58
The following year Wentworth explained to the national office
that the league endorsement of a local league president for school
trustee was not in conflict with league policy since she was run59
ning for a non-partisan office. A Volusia County league officer
reported that she was a member of the Daytona Beach school
board and that Orange City had three lady school board members, all members of the league.
The comments of Mrs. Marion Dickson of Tampa indicate,
perhaps unwittingly, the gap between verbal support for nonpartisanship and actual practice. On the one hand, Dickson
wrote the regional secretary in 1936, “The Florida League President has to be very careful to prevent being identified with a
political party.” She also complained of the difficulty persuading
54. Mrs. Harvey Stevens to Mrs. Elwood Street, January 23, 1936, ibid.
55. Jane Berry to Mrs. Nelson Poynter, September 30, 1940, FLWV papers.
56. Chandler to Mrs. Roscoe Anderson, August 16, 1930, II, box 193, NLWV
papers.
57. Wentworth to Doyle, n.d., ibid.
58. Ibid., December 20, 1932, II, box 262, ibid.
59. Wentworth to Ruth McKelway, June 14, 1933, ibid.
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members to serve on the executive board because they did not
want to be handicapped by the rule of non-partisanship. On the
other hand, Dickson stated that as president, “she stressed getting
out the vote and supporting men friendly to the League program,
never once mentioning names.” Moreover although she served as
a Democratic committeewoman, she noted that this created no
problem since she had not sought the office.60
The lack of sensitivity to the requirements of non-partisanship
was also reflected in the Florida league’s method of financing the
league publication, The Florida Voter. The publication, which
was funded in large part by advertising, after 1930 relied heavily
on candidate ads for support.
The Florida league was not alone among the states in having
difficulty adhering to the standards of the national organization.
The national office was particularly critical of the southern states,
doubting that southern women were prepared to assume league
responsibilities or accept league doctrine. The regional secretary
suggested that the problem rested in the character of the personnel and the lack of comprehension of the league.61 Thus, the
national officers came increasingly to believe that the establishment of prescribed standards was necessary to secure the desired
quality of leadership.62
In May 1934 the national board of the league acted to
strengthen the organization, setting up a special committee on
affiliation standards. In December 1934 Florida was singled out
by that committee as one of twelve states in which the league
pattern was not workable. Five of the twelve— Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Nevada, and Idaho— were not affiliated
with national. The seven affiliated organizations were in Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina, South Dakota, Montana,
and Hawaii. 63 The weak units were located in southern or
western states, while the strongest leagues were in the eastern
and mid-western states. The former leagues were in states in
which women had a shorter history of organizational activity, in
60.

Dickson to Wells, December 1, 1936, and Dickson to Roan, December 1,
1936. See also Executive board meeting, December 11, 1936, II, box 349,
ibid.
61. Roach to McKelway, II, box 312, ibid., and Roan to Harriet Baldwin,
July 3, 1936, II, box 376, ibid.
62. Roan to Wells, July 3, 1936, II, box 376, ibid.
63. “Digest of Report of Committee on Affiliation Standards,” II, box 320,
ibid.
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which income and education tended to be lower, and, in the case
of the South, in which there was a cultural tradition against
women’s involvement in politics.
In May 1936 the general council of the NLWV agreed to
minimum standards, and in November these standards were circulated to all state league presidents. The standards included six
factors centering on size, strength, policy, and program: a minimum size of three local leagues and an organization membership
of 100; demonstration annually of an increased capacity for governmental participation; an annual or biennial convention at
which officers were elected and a program of work and a budget
adopted; contribution of a share of the national budget; execution of a program of work, including effective action in the federal, state, or local field of government; and adherence to a policy
of non-partisanship.64
The national officers were apparently torn over the course of
action to follow with respect to Florida in 1936 and early 1937:
to expel it or to revitalize it. Over the years national officers had
frequently voiced dissatisfaction with the calibre of women in the
Florida league, and the possibility of finding new leadership was
raised in letters between the officers. Mrs. Augustus Roan,
regional secretary, wrote, “there are no doubt hundreds of northern and eastern people who have gone to (Florida) from other
states in which the League and its work are better organized.”65
A letter from Mrs. Harris Baldwin, national first vice president,
to Roan asked whether it would be possible, “with the contacts
you have in the state to bring in new groups which might form
the leaven of a new state League?“66 Roan responded that she
would try to develop a Jacksonville league during the winter.67 A
former member of the Minneapolis league who might help organize a league in St. Petersburg was also mentioned.
At the same time Mrs. Marguerite Wells, president of the
NLWV, wrote Marion Dickson suggesting that it might be best
for the Florida league if the old leadership stepped decisively
64.

“Affiliation Standards Adopted by the National League of Women Voters,
November 10, 1936,” with an attached letter from Wells to Dickson,
April 1, 1937, ibid.
65. Roan to Wells, July 3, 1936, II, box 376, ibid.
66. Baldwin to Roan, October 5, 1936, ibid.
67. Roan to Baldwin, October 19, 1936, ibid.
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68

aside and allowed new leaders to appear. Dickson reacted with
shock and surprise at the suggestion and did not resign.69
By December the likelihood of change dwindled. Wells wrote
Mrs. Roan that it would be better if the league in Florida could
be given up until new personnel were found.70 In January Constance Roach, secretary of organization for the NLWV, indicated
that neither she nor Wells were encouraged by their correspondence with Dickson. Roach also volunteered to withdraw
gracefully from a proposed visit to Florida in view of the calibre
of leadership in the Florida league and the small amount of
money for field work.71 The NLWV was moving steadily toward
dropping the Florida unit from affiliation. In March Wells wrote,
“I can find no hope that there is sufficiently strong leadership
there to make a new state organization worthy of affiliation with
the National League. I am afraid we shall have to let Florida go
until some occasion appears for building it on a sound basis.“72
During these same months the Florida league took several
actions designed to prevent disaffiliation. An amount of $110 was
pledged and paid to the national organization prior to the 1937
convention, ten per cent over the annual quota. Dickson wrote
the national office stating that Florida met the national requirements for affiliation with four leagues and 100 members. She also
described their legislative effort, pointing to the civil service bill
that the league had prepared.73 (This bill was subsequently defeated in the Florida House of Representatives.)
The efforts were to no avail. On May 6,. 1937, the Florida
league’s difficulties with leadership, internal problems, finances,
and national standards reached a climax. On the basis of annual
reports or the lack of them, field observations, current correspondence, and information to the national headquarters the
board of directors of the NLWV withdrew affiliation from Arizona, Florida, North Carolina, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Utah. The Florida situation differed from that of the other five
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

Wells to Dickson, November 25, 1936, II, box 320, ibid.
Dickson to Roan, December 1, 1936, II, box 321, ibid.
Wells to Roan, December 8, 1936, II, box 376, ibid.
Roach to Roan, January 8, 1937, ibid.
Wells to Roan, March 8, 1937, ibid.
Dickson to Wells, January 15, 1937, II, box 349, ibid. The executive
board of the FSLWV had adopted a six-item legislative program in
December 1936, but apparently never implemented it. Executive board
meeting, December 11, 1936, II, box 349, ibid. See also note 43 above.
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leagues disaffiliated. In each of those states only one league was
functioning; membership below the 100 person minimum was the
justification for disaffiliation. The report on Florida was far more
critical, citing failure to meet five of the six affiliation standards.
It was reported that, “the Florida League of Women Voters has
sent in no annual report this year. A letter from the president
March 30, 1937, states that they have 4 leagues with a combined
membership of 100. Last year they reported 6 leagues with a
membership of 500. If this information is accurate, this is the
only way in which the Florida League meets official standards.“74
The Florida league was also condemned for failing to understand the organization’s policies on non-partisanship, for not
adopting a definite program of legislative work, for a lack of
growth, and for failing to meet in convention and elect officers
annually. The report concluded that “not only has the League
failed to show progress indicating increased capacity . . . but it
has retrogressed considerably in the last few years.“75
In fact, only a part of the criticism was justified. Florida had
met in either a council or convention every year except 1931, and
was in accordance with the by-laws and past practice in electing
its officers biennially. Moreover, the finance standard, which was
apparently complied with at least in 1937, was not mentioned,
implying that it had not been met in view of the initial statement.
The Florida league rejected the mandate to disband. Following notification of national action, they passed two resolutions.
The first called on the national league to return. the Florida
league’s $110 dues and Dickson’s ten dollar conference registration fee. The second stated that the FSLWV withdrew its affiliation from the NLWV but resolved to continue as the Florida
State League of Women Voters, an organization incorporated
under the laws of Florida.76 The national office refused to return
the payment stating that the $110 was for past, and not future,
dues and expressed regret at the decision to continue in existence,
calling it unrealistic and unethical for the disaffiliated organization to continue to use the league name.77
“Report to the Board of Directors on Insignia of Affiliation,” May 1,
1937, II, box 486, ibid.
75. Ibid.
76. A copy of the resolutions passed by the FSLWV was attached to a letter
from Jesse McAllister to Wells, June 12, 1937, II, box 349, ibid.
77. Baldwin to Dickson, June 15, 1937, ibid.
74.
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The national league ignored the disaffiliated league and
sought leadership for a new league in Florida. It found such
leadership in Victoria Schuck, a young political science professor
at the Florida State College for Women in Tallahassee. Dr.
Schuck had written the national office expressing an interest in
joining the national league since there was no local group in
Tallahassee. Referred to by Constance Roach, the organization
secretary, as “our contact and white hope in Florida,” Schuck took
the lead establishing a new organization. She informed the
national office that “remnants of the old League get considerable
publicity” and noted that she met objections to the league based
on the reputation of the old organization. She went on to suggest
that something must be done about the old group if there was
going to be a new league in Florida.78
In fact, little could be done legally about the old league since
it had state incorporation. Nonetheless, efforts to establish a new
organization went forward, and in November 1939 the national
board granted affiliation to a newly-formed organization, designated the Florida Non-Partisan League of Women Voters to
distinguish it from the disaffiliated but still functioning league.
The first units of the new league were organized in Winter ParkOrlando and St. Petersburg. The state president was Mrs. Nelson
Poynter, a leading citizen of the type that the national league had
long hoped to enlist. Poynter was described as coming from an
old St. Petersburg family; her husband was the general manager
of the St. Petersburg Times.
Although the old league had dwindled by 1940 to two chapters, one in Daytona Beach and one in Tampa, it continued to
trouble the national league. The state president of the disaffiliated league, Mrs. Valisha Short, contacted both the NLWV
officers and the Florida Non-Partisan League officers expressing
an interest in bringing the old league into the new organization.79
The national office rebuffed these inquiries. Roach, the organization secretary, wrote Short that it would be some time before
help could be extended to them and suggested that they cease
meeting for the present.80
78. Roach to Wells, January 3, 1939, II, box 380, ibid. Dr. Schuck subsequently became a professor of political science at Mount Holyoke College
and later president of Mount Vernon College.
79. Valisha Short to Roach, February 20, 1940, II, box 627, ibid.
80. Roach to Short, February 21, 1940, II, box 380, ibid.
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In 1941 Poynter wrote the national office asking if they
should continue to side-step Short and the Daytona Beach group.
Poynter said she needed the national position to be quite clear,
since on a number of occasions she had met with “why not let
them join?“81 The organization secretary responded to the request for guidance, writing, “I do believe that the Florida
League in self-protection must keep out disruptive elements. It
is not undemocratic to believe in self-preservation.“82
In May 1941 the president of the old Tampa league wrote
Short, stating that the league in Tampa had been dissolved and
advising the Daytona Beach group to do the same.83 It was not
until 1947, however, that the league in Daytona Beach disbanded,
to bring to an end the first league of women voters in Florida. At
that time they sent the president of the Non-Partisan League of
Women Voters notice of this fact and requested a chapter of the
Non-Partisan League be established for the younger women of the
community. Provisional leagues were established in Tampa and
Daytona Beach in 1949, though still with some reluctance.84 With
the dismantling of the old league, the Florida Non-Partisan
League of Women Voters changed its name to the Florida League
of Women Voters to correspond to the national organization.
The troubled history of the first league of women voters
epitomizes the difficulties women in Florida faced in the 1920s
and 1930s in carving out a political role. For the league and its
members, the problems of organization, finances, and effective
lobbying were compounded by the national league’s coupling of
the goal of policy advocacy with that of maintaining a nonpartisan stance. Drawing the line between the two was not always
easy. Despite its ignominious end, the league worked for important policy goals and had provided a mechanism to encourage
the involvement of women in the political process. It warrants
81. Catherine Poynter to Roach, April 9, 1941, ibid.
82. Roach to Poynter, April 14, 1941, FLWV papers.
83. Short to Roach, February 12, 1940, II, box 627, NLWV papers.
84. As late as 1949 the officers of the Florida League continued to express
reservations about organizing in Daytona Beach. The president of the
Florida League of Women Voters, Mrs. Henry Killen, reported, “The
political situation in Daytona Beach is serious and dangerous, It was
apparent that some of the women who came to the meeting were disappointed in the fact that they could not use the League for political
action in support of more desirable candidates for local office.” General
report of organization activities by Mrs. Henry Killen, September 17,
1949, FLWV papers.
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recognition as the predecessor of the current Florida League of
Women Voters.
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